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Abstract
In this paper, we apply a boundary-type quadrature technique to derive a type of boundary element scheme,
which is used to solve the boundary-value problems of partial di2erential equations. Numerical examples for
solving the exterior boundary-value problem of Helmholtz equation by using the spline approximation and the
spline wavelet approximation are given.
c© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A boundary quadrature formula is an approximate integration formula with all of its evaluation
points lying on the boundary of the integration domain. Such a formula may be particularly useful
for the case where the values of the integrand function and its derivatives inside the domain are
not given or are not easily determined. Boundary quadrature formulas are not really new. Indeed,
from the viewpoint of numerical analysis, the classical Euler–Maclaurin summation formula and the
Hermite two-end multiple nodes quadrature formulas may be regarded as one-dimensional boundary
quadrature formulas since they make use of only the integrand function values and their derivatives at
the limits of integration. The earliest example of a boundary quadrature formula with some algebraic
precision for multivariate integration is possibly the formula of algebraic precision (or degree) 5 for
a triple integral over a cube given by Sadowski in 1940 [18]. He used 42 points on the surface
of a cube to construct the quadrature, which has been modi<ed by the <rst author of this paper to
a quadrature with 26 points, the fewest possible boundary points (see [4,5]). Some 20 years later,
Levin [16,17], Federenko [3], and Ionescu [14] individually investigated certain optimal boundary
quadrature formulas for double integration over a square using partial derivatives at some boundary
points of the region. Despite these advances, however, both the general principle and the general
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technique for construction remained lacking for many years. During 1978–1987, based on the idea
shown in [9], Hsu, Zhou, Yang, and He developed a general process for the construction of boundary
quadrature formulas [8,10–13,16,17,19–22].
The boundary element method (BEM) is a method for numerically solving boundary-value prob-
lems of partial di2erential equations and generally consists of three steps: (i) establish the boundary
integral equations from the given problems; (ii) solve the boundary integral equations by using the
<nite element method (FEM); and (iii) evaluate the approximate solutions in the interior of the
domain from the boundary solutions obtained in (ii) (cf. [1,2,17,18,25–31]). So, the BEM only
needs to discretize the boundary of the domain, and this requires very simple data input and storage
techniques. If the BEM is used to solve an exterior problem (cf. the problem in Section 4) with
the domain  such that Rn\ is bounded, it is not necessary to deal with the boundary at in<nity,
since the corresponding fundamental solution chosen in the BEM satis<es the radiation condition.
Thus, exterior problems with unbounded domains are handled as easily as interior problems. That
is, the BEM is much more suitable for problems over unbounded domains than the traditional <nite
element method.
In this paper, we will apply a boundary-type quadrature technique to derive a type of boundary
element scheme, which will be used to solve the boundary-value problems of PDEs. We will start
our discussion with the dimension reducing expansions (DRE) in Section 1. In Section 2, we will use
the DREs to give a boundary element scheme. In addition, we point out that the spline approximation
can be applied in the discretization of the DREs, so that hypersingular integrals in the DREs can be
reduced to weakly singular integrals. In contrast to classic BEM, the point collocation procedures are
always used in step (ii) shown in the last paragraph. In these procedures, the unknown function and
its normal derivative are approximated by individual piecewise continuous linear functions or step
functions. Thus, hypersingular integrals must be treated using some smoothness approximation, which
produces large errors. In Section 3, we will discuss the construction of the boundary element scheme
by using the DREs established in Section 2. Section 4 discusses the solution of the boundary-value
problem of Helmholtz equation over an unbounded domain by using the boundary element scheme
derived in Section 3. Some numerical examples based on spline approximation and spline wavelet
approximation will also be given in the section.
2. Dimension reducing expansions
Let us recall Kratz’s result in [24] and its generalization in [33] on the construction of DREs
by using the solutions of PDEs. We use  to denote a bounded and closed region in Rn. Suppose
that the boundary of , denoted by 9, can be described by a system of parametric equations. In
particular, the points (x1; : : : ; xn) on 9 satisfy the equation
(x1; : : : ; xn) = 0; (1)
where  has continuous partial derivatives. In addition, (x1; : : : ; xn)6 0 for all points in .
We begin with the DRE related to the second-order di2erential operator L, de<ned by
Lu=
n∑
i; j=1
aij(X )
92u
9xi9xj
+
n∑
i=1
bi(X )
9u
9xi
+ c(X )u; (2)
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where aij(X )∈H 2n (); bi(X ); c(X )∈H 1n (); and Hn () (¿ 1) is the collection of all functions
f(X ) = f(x1; : : : ; xn) that have continuous partial derivatives D(i1 ; :::; in)f, 06 ik6 , k = 1; 2; : : : ; n.
It is well known that the adjoint operator of L can be de<ned by
Mv=
n∑
i; j=1
92(vaij(X ))
9xi9xj
−
n∑
i=1
9(vbi(X ))
9xi
+ c(X )v: (3)
If we denote by ri(X ) the following expression:
ri(X ) =−v
n∑
j=1
aij
9u
9xj
+ u
n∑
j=1
aij
9v
9xj
+ uv
n∑
j=1
9aij
9xj
− biuv; (4)
then we have
uMv− vLu=
n∑
i=1
9ri
9xi
: (5)
Similarly, if we denote
pi = pi(X ) =
n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9v
9xj
+
n∑
j=1
v
9aij(X )
9xj
− bi(X )v; (6)
then from Eq. (5) we obtain
uMv− vLu=
n∑
i=1
9
9xi

upi − v n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 :
From this relation, Eq. (5), and Green’s formula, we have the following result (an alternative form
was established in [33]).
Theorem 1. Let ∈Rn be an n-dimensional bounded closed domain with the boundary 9 being
a piecewise smooth surface or a simple closed curve with 9nite length when n = 2. Let u = u(X )
and v= v(X ) be functions in C2(), and let L and M be di:erential operators de9ned by (2) and
(3), respectively. Then we have the identities∫

(uMv− vLu) dX =
∫
9
(
n∑
i=1
ri
9xi
9n
)
dS (7)
and
∫

(uMv− vLu) dX =
∫
9
[
u
n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n
]
dS −
∫
9

v n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS; (8)
where ri(X ) and pi(X ) are, respectively, given by (4) and (6), and 9xi=9n is the outer normal
derivative of xi on the surface 9.
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Furthermore, if v=v(X ) satis9es Mv=1 on , then for any solution, u=u(X ), X ∈, of Lu=g,
we have the identity∫

u(X ) dV =
∫

v(X )g(X ) dV +
∫
9
[
u(X )
n∑
i=1
pi(X )
9xi
9n
]
dS
−
∫
9

v(X ) n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS: (9)
Proof. Substituting f(X ) = ri(X ) into Green’s formula∫

9f(X )
9xi
dX =
∫
9
f(X )
9xi
9n dS;
where
9xi
9n =
9
9xi
[(
9
9x1
)2
+ · · ·+
(
9
9xn
)2]−1=2
;
adding the resulting formulas from i = 1 to n, and noting formula (5), we immediately obtain (7).
From Eqs. (4) and (6), we have
ri(X ) =−v
n∑
j=1
aij
9u
9xj
+ upi(X ):
Thus, substituting the above expression of ri(X ) into (6) yields formula (8). In particular, if v=v(X )
is a solution to the di2erential equation Mv= 1, then identity (8) can be reduced to (9).
Formula (9) transforms the integral
∫
 u(X ) dX into a series of integrals over the boundary
of  and the integral
∫
 v(X )g(X ) dX . Hence, it is a DRE for
∫
 u(X ) dX with the remainder∫
 v(X )g(X ) dX . If the remainder term of identity (9) vanishes, i.e.,
∫
 v(X )g(X ) dV = 0 (for in-
stance, g(X )= 0 and u is a solution of Lu=0), we obtain the following exact DRE for the integral∫
 u(X ) dX :∫

u dX =
∫
9
[
u
n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n
]
dS −
∫
9

v n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS: (10)
In addition, if v satis<es the boundary condition v(X ) = 0, X ∈ 9 (i.e., v is the solution of the
boundary-value problem Mv= 1 and v= 0 on 9), then expansion (10) can be reduced to
∫

u dX =
∫
9

u n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9v
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS: (11)
The above exact DRE is convenient for computing
∫
 u(X ) dV .
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In the following, we will specialize formula (9) by setting as L classic partial di2erential operators
such as the elliptic, hyperbolic, and parabolic operators.
Corollary 2. Let L, as shown in (2), be an elliptic operator, in which
aij =
{
1; if i = j;
0; if i = j
and let v be a solution of the Dirichlet problem
n∑
i=1
92v
9x2i
−
n∑
i=1
9(vbi)
9xi
+ cv= 1 on ;
v= 0 on 9:
(12)
Then, ∫

u(X ) dV =
∫

v(X )g(X ) dV +
∫
9
[
u(X )
n∑
i=1
(
9v
9xi
9xi
9n
)]
dS; (13)
where the function u= u(X ) is a solution of the equation
n∑
i=1
92u
9x2i
+
n∑
i=1
bi
9u
9xi
+ cu= g:
Corollary 3. Let L in (2) be a parabolic operator, in which
aij =
{
1 if 16 i = j6 n− m; 0¡m¡n;
0 otherwise
and let v be a solution to the problem
n−m∑
i=1
92v
9x2i
−
n∑
i=1
9(vbi)
9xi
+ cv= 1 if X ∈;
v(0; x2; : : : ; xn) = · · ·= v(x1; : : : ; xn−m−1; 0; xn−m+1; : : : ; xn)
= v(1; x2; : : : ; xn) = · · ·= v(x1; : : : ; xn−m−1; 1; xn−m+1; : : : ; xn) = 1; (14)
where  = {X = (x1; : : : ; xn): 06 xi6 1; i = 1; : : : ; n}. Then, for all u= u(X ) that satisfy
n−m∑
i=1
92u
9x2i
+
n∑
i=1
bi
9u
9xi
+ cu= g;
we have∫

u(X ) dV =
∫

v(X )g(X ) dV +
∫
9
[
u
n−m∑
i=1
(
9v
9xi
9xi
9n
)
−
n∑
i=n−m+1
(
biv
9xi
9n
)]
dS: (15)
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Corollary 4. Let L in (2) be a hyperbolic operator, in which
aij =


1 if i = j = 1;
−1 if i = j = 1;
0 otherwise
and let v be a solution of the equation
92v
9x21
−
n∑
i=2
92v
9x2i
−
n∑
i=1
9(vbi)
9xi
+ cv= 1; X ∈: (16)
Then ∫

u(X ) dV =
∫

v(X )g(X ) dV +
∫
9
u
[(
9v
9x1
− b1v
)
9x1
9n −
n∑
i=2
(
9v
9xi
+ biv
)
9xi
9n
]
dS
−
∫
9
v
[
9u
9x1
9x1
9n −
n∑
i=2
9u
9xi
9xi
9n
]
dS (17)
holds for any solution u= u(X ) of
92u
9x21
−
n∑
i=2
92u
9x2i
+
n∑
i=1
bi
9u
9xi
+ cu= g:
Finally, let us consider an example of a <rst-order partial di2erential equation.
Corollary 5. If v= v(X ) is a solution of the equation
−
n∑
i=1
9biv
9xi
+ cv= 1; X ∈;
then for any function u= u(X ) that satis9es
n∑
i=1
bi(X )
9u
9xi
+ cu= 0;
we have∫

u dV =−
∫
9
(
uv
n∑
i=1
bi
9xi
9n
)
dS:
Using DREs (10) and (11), we can construct a type of boundary quadrature formulas. For instance,
let us consider the cubic domain  = Vn (06 xi6 1, i = 1; : : : ; n). From Eq. (11), we obtain∫
Vn
u dV =
n∑
i=1
∫
Vn−1
[Fi(X )]
xi=1
xi=0 dVn−1;
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where
Fi(X ) = u(X )pi(X ) ≡ u(X )
n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9v
9xj
(18)
(for all u; v that satisfy Lu= 0, Mv= 1, and v= 0 on 9) and
[Fi(X )]
xi=1
xi=0 = Fi(x1; : : : ; xi−1; 1; xi+1; : : : ; xn)− Fi(x1; : : : ; xi−1; 0; xi+1; : : : ; xn):
Obviously, Fi ∈H 1n−1(Vn).
Let r ¿ 1. Then any natural number k6N can be written as k=k0+k1r+ · · ·+kMrM ; 06 kj ¡ r;
06 j6M; where M = [logr N ]. De<ne (r(k) = k0r
−1 + k1r−2 + · · ·+ kMr−M−1: Then for the <rst
n− 1 prime numbers, p1; : : : ; pn−1, we call the sequence {Mk = ((p1(k); : : : ; (pn−1(k)); k = 1; 2; : : :}
the Halton sequence. Thus, we have the following result.
Theorem 6. Denote
F(i; Mk ; n; N ) = [Fi((p1(k); : : : ; (pi−1(k); xi; (pi(k); : : : ; (pn−1(k))]
xi=1
xi=0;
where F(x) is de9ned in Eq. (18). Then for all function u that satisfy Lu = 0, we have the
boundary-type quadrature∫
Vn
u dV =
1
N
n∑
i=1
N∑
k=1
F(i; Mk ; n; N ) + )N ;
where N ¿pn−1 and the remainder satis9es
|)N |6 n4n−1C
n−1∏
i=1
(
pi
logpi
)
logn−1 N
N
;
where C is a constant and this estimate cannot be improved.
Proof. Combining the exact DRE (11) and [9, Theorem on p. 353], we obtain Theorem 6.
3. Boundary element scheme for solving PDEs
In this section, we will give applications of DREs (7) and (8) in the boundary element method.
Let us consider the following boundary-value problem:
Lu(X ) = g(X ); X ∈;
u= Pu; X ∈ 91;
g=
9u
9n = Pg; X ∈ 92;
(19)
where the di2erential operator L is de<ned by (2) and 91∪92=9. We now derive a method for
solving the boundary-value problem (19) by using the DRE shown in Section 2. Let u∈C( P) be the
solution of L(u) = g and v be a fundamental solution of Mv=0; i.e., a solution of Mv= *(X − X0).
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Here M is the adjoint di2erential operator of L, *(X ) is the Delta function, and X0, called the source
point, is an arbitrary <xed point in . In general, the fundamental solution exists but is not unique.
We now evaluate
∫
 uMv dX for the fundamental solution v. If X0 ∈\9, then∫

u(X )Mv(X ) dX =
∫

u(X )*(X − X0) dX = u(X0):
DRE (8) yields the following equation of u= u(X ):
u(X0) =
∫

vg dX +
∫
9
[
u
n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n
]
dS −
∫
9

v n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS: (20)
Therefore, we have the following result about the solution of boundary-value problem (19).
Theorem 7. Let ∈Rn be an n-dimensional bounded closed domain with the boundary 9 being
a piecewise smooth surface or a simple closed curve with 9nite length when n = 2. Let u = u(X )
be a function in C2() that satis9es Lu = 0, and let v = v(X ) be the fundamental solution of
Mv= *(X −X0), where X0 is an arbitrary 9xed point in  and the adjoint di:erential operators L
and M are de9ned, respectively, by (2) and (3).
If X0 ∈\9, then the solution of boundary-value problem (19) at the point X0 is
u(X0) =
∫
9
[
u
n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n
]
dS −
∫
9

v n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS: (21)
For the points X0 ∈ 9, if +n−1
∑n
i=1 pi(+) 9xi=9n → C = 0 and v(+)+n−1 → 0 as + → 0, where
9xi=9n is the outer normal derivative of xi on the surface {X : |X |= +}, then
C,u(X0) =
∫
9
[
u
n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n
]
dS −
∫
9

v n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS; (22)
where , = lim+→0
∫
K+
d. and d. is the solid angle of K+ with respect to X0. Here K+ =  ∩ 9B+;
B+ = {X : |X − X0|¡+} is a small ball centered at X0.
Remark 2.1. If the values of u(X ) and its normal derivatives on the boundary 9 are obtained,
then expression (21) can be applied to evaluate all values of u(X0) in the interior of . However,
in boundary-value problem (19) we are only given some of the values of u(X ) and its normal
derivatives on 9. Hence, we need to calculate those unknown values on the boundary by using Eq.
(22). In addition, If X0 ∈Rn\, then Mv(X ) = 0 for all X ∈ P. Therefore,∫
9
[
u
n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n
]
dS −
∫
9

v n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS = 0: (23)
Proof. Noting that g(X ) = 0, we immediately obtain Eq. (21) from (20). To prove (22), we
consider a small ball B+ = {X : |X − X0|¡+} and apply DRE (8) on the domain + = \ PB+. It
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follows that∫
+
(uMv− vLu) dX =
∫
9+

u n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n − v
n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS: (24)
Substituting the solution of Lu= 0, u∈C( P), into (24) and noting Mv= 0 for all X ∈+; we have
0=
∫
9+

u n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n − v
n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS
= I (1)+ + I
(2)
+ ; (25)
where
I (1)+ =
∫
9+\K+

u n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n − v
n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS; (26)
K+ =  ∩ 9B+, and
I (2)+ =
∫
K+

u(X ) n∑
i=1
pi(X − X0) 9xi9n − v(X − X0)
n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u(X )
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS: (27)
Denote by d. the solid angle of K+ with respect to X0. Since the volume element on K+ is dS=+n−1 d.,
Eq. (27) becomes
I (2)+ =
∫
K+

u(X ) n∑
i=1
pi(+)
9xi
9n − v(+)
n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u(X )
9xj

 9xi
9n

 +n−1 d.: (28)
If the solid angle of K+ with respect to X0 tends to , as + → 0 (i.e., lim+→0
∫
K+
d. = ,), then from
the mean value theorem for integrals,
lim
+→0 I
(2)
+ = C,u(X0):
Therefore, Eq. (22) follows. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Next, we consider the exterior boundary-value problem (19), i.e., the problem over  and the
complement of , ′ = Rn\, is bounded. In order to obtain the unique solution to the problem,
we also need for u(x) to satisfy the radiation conditions
u(X )‖∇v(X )‖=O(|X |−n); v(X )‖∇u(X )‖=O(|X |−n) (29)
as |X | → ∞, where v(X ) is the fundamental solution of Mv(X ) = 0.
Similar to the Theorem 7, we have the following result on the exterior boundary-value problem.
Theorem 8. Let ∈Rn be an n-dimensional unbounded closed domain with the bounded comple-
ment ′=Rn\, and let the boundary 9 be a piecewise smooth surface or a simple closed curve
with 9nite length when n= 2. Suppose that u= u(X ) is a function in C2() that satis9es Lu= 0,
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and v = v(X ) is the fundamental solution of Mv = *(X − X0), where X0 is an arbitrarily 9xed
point in  and adjoint di:erential operators L and M are de9ned, respectively, by (2) and (3). In
addition, we assume u(X ) satis9es radiation condition (29).
If X0 ∈\9, then the solution of exterior boundary-value problem (19) at the point X0 is
u(X0) =
∫
9
[
u
n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n
]
dS −
∫
9

v n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS: (30)
For the points X0 ∈ 9, if +n−1
∑n
i=1 pi(+)9xi=9n → C = 0 and v(+)+n−1 → 0 as + → 0, where
9xi=9n is the outer normal derivative of xi on the surface {X : |X |= +}, then
C,u(X0) =
∫
9
[
u
n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n
]
dS −
∫
9

v n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS; (31)
where , = lim+→0
∫
K+
d. and d. is the solid angle of K+ with respect to X0. Here K+ =  ∩ 9B+;
B+ = {X : |X − X0|¡+} is a small ball centered at X0.
Remark 2.2. Similar to the Remark 2.1, if the values of u(X ) and its normal derivatives on the
boundary 9 are obtained, then expression (30) can be applied to evaluate all values of u(X0)
in the interior of . However, in boundary-value problem (19) we are only given some of the
values of u(X ) and its normal derivatives on 9. Hence, we need to calculate those unknown
values on the boundary by using Eq. (31). In addition, If X0 ∈Rn\, then Mv(X )=0 for all X ∈ P.
Therefore,
∫
9
[
u
n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n
]
dS −
∫
9

v n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS = 0: (32)
Proof. It is suQcient to derive a DRE over the unbounded domain . Let Br={X : X ∈Rn; |X |6 r}
be a large enough ball that contains all of ′ =Rn\. Denote r = ∩ Br . Applying formula (20)
to the domain r gives
u(X0) =
∫
9

u n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n − v
n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS
+
∫
9Br

u n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n − v
n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS: (33)
The absolute value of the last integral of Eq. (33) is bounded by
∫
9Br

|u| n∑
i=1
|pi|
∣∣∣∣9xi9n
∣∣∣∣− |v|
n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
|aij(X )|
∣∣∣∣ 9u9xj
∣∣∣∣

 ∣∣∣∣9xi9n
∣∣∣∣

 dS:
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Noting the radiation conditions in (29) and ∇(uv) = u∇(v) + v∇(u) = O(|X |−n) as |X | → ∞, we
<nd that the above integral is less than
PC
∫
9Br
1
|X |n dS → 0
as r →∞, where PC is a constant. Therefore, by taking the limit r →∞ on Eq. (33), we have
u(X0) =
∫
9

u n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n − v
n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS: (34)
Similar to the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can derive Eqs. (30) and (31).
We now give applications of Theorems 7 and 8 in the boundary-value problems of the harmonic
equations and Helmholtz equation.
Example 2.1. Let us consider the boundary-value problem of the plane harmonic equation, which
has the elliptic operator L shown in (2) with n = 2, aij = *ij, and all bi and c being zero. In this
case, L is also denoted by 1, and, obviously, the adjoint operator M =L=1. In the polar coordinate
system, the fundamental solution v= v(r) of operator 1 satis<es Rv= *(X ), i.e.,(
92
9r2 +
1
r
9
9r
)
v(r) = *(X ):
Thus, (1=r)d=dr (r dv=dr) = *(X ). It follows that
v(r) =
1
22
log r:
Hence, v(|X − X0|) = (1=22) log |X − X0|. In Eq. (21), taking u as the solution of Ru = 0 and
v= log |X − X0|=22 while noting that
9f
9n =
n∑
i=1
9f
9xi
9xi
9n ;
we can write
∑n
i=1 pi(|X −X0|)9xi=9n=(9=9n)v(|X −X0|) (see (6)). In addition, from Eq. (21), we
obtain
u(X0) =
1
22
∫
9
[
u(X )
9
9n log |X − X0| − log |X − X0|
9u(X )
9n
]
dS
for all X0 ∈\9. Since
v(+)+=
1
22
+ log(+)→ 0
and for all X ∈{X : |X |= +}:
+
n∑
i=1
pi(+)
9xi
9n = +
9v(+)
9n →
1
22
;
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from (22) we have
,
22
u(X0) =
1
22
∫
9
[
u(X )
9
9n log |X − X0| − log |X − X0|
9u(X )
9n
]
dS
for all X0 ∈ 9. In particular, if the line tangent to 9 at X0 exists, then ,=2 and the above equation
can be written as
u(X0) =
1
2
∫
9
[
u(X )
9
9n log |X − X0| − log |X − X0|
9u(X )
9n
]
dS
for X0 ∈ 9.
Example 2.2. We now consider the boundary-value problem of the harmonic equation with n¿ 3,
which has the elliptic operator L shown in (2) with n¿ 3, aij = *ij, and all bi and c being zero. In
this case, L is also denoted by 1, and the adjoint operator M = L= 1. Similar to Example 2.1, the
corresponding fundamental solution is
v(X ) =− 1
(n− 2)|X |n−2An−1 ;
where An−1 is the area of the unit sphere in Rn. For example, when n= 3, v(X ) =−(42|X |)−1. In
this case, taking u as the solution of Ru = 0 and v = v(|X − X0|) = −(42|X − X0|)−1 in Eq. (21)
and noting
∑n
i=1 pi(|X − X0|)9xi=9n= 9=9n v(|X − X0|), we obtain
u(X0) =
1
42
∫
9
[
|X − X0|−1 9u(X )9n − u(X )
9|X − X0|−1
9n
]
dS (35)
for all X0 ∈\9. If the values of u(X ) and its derivatives on the boundary 9 are obtained, then
expression (35) can be applied to evaluate all values of u(X0) in the interior of . To calculate the
unknown values of u(X ) and its normal derivatives on 9, we need Eq. (22). Noting that
v(+)+2 =−+2 1
42+
→ 0
and for all X ∈{X : |X |= +},
+2
n∑
i=1
pi(+)
9xi
9n = +
2 9v(+)
9n →
1
42
;
we thus rewrite (22) as
,
42
u(X0) =
1
42
∫
9
(
|X − X0|−1 9u(X )9n − u(X )
9|X − X0|−1
9n
)
dS
for all X0 ∈ 9. In particular, if the tangent plane to 9 at X0 exists, then , = 22 and the above
equation can be written as
u(X0) =
1
22
∫
9
(
|X − X0|−1 9u(X )9n − u(X )
9|X − X0|−1
9n
)
dS (36)
for all X0 ∈ 9.
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In addition, if X0 ∈R3\, then 1v= 1|X − X0|−1 = 0 for all X ∈ P. Therefore,∫
9
(
|X − X0|−1 9u(X )9n − u(X )
9|X − X0|−1
9n
)
dS = 0 (37)
for all X0 ∈R3\.
Next, we consider exterior boundary-value problem (19) with the operator L = 1 and a domain
 with the bounded complement ′ =R3\ P. In order to obtain the unique solution to this problem
by applying Theorem 2.2, we require for u to satisfy the radiation conditions in (29). Obviously, if
u(X ) = O
(
1
|X |
)
; ‖∇u(X )‖=O
(
1
|X |2
)
(38)
as |X | → ∞, then
u(X )‖∇v(X )‖= u(X )
∥∥∥∥∇ 142X
∥∥∥∥=O
(
1
|X |3
)
and
v(X )‖∇u(X )‖= 1
42X
‖∇u(x)‖=O
(
1
|X |3
)
as |X | → ∞. Therefore, Theorem 2.2 gives
u(X0) =
1
42
∫
9
[
|X − X0|−1 9u(X )9n − u(X )
9|X − X0|−1
9n
]
dS
for all X0 ∈:
u(X0) =
1
22
∫
9
[
|X − X0|−1 9u(X )9n − u(X )
9|X − X0|−1
9n
]
dS
for all X0 ∈ 9, and∫
9
(
|X − X0|−1 9u(X )9n − u(X )
9|X − X0|−1
9n
)
dS = 0
for all X0 ∈′.
Example 2.3. Let us consider the following boundary-value problem of Helmholtz equation
(1+ k)u= 0 in ;
u= Pu on 91;
q=
9u
9n = Pq on 92;
(39)
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where Ru=92u=9x2+92u=9y2, 91∪92=9, and 9 is piecewise smooth. Obviously, L=1+k is
a self-adjoint operator, and consequently M = L=1+ k. Similar to Example 2.1, the corresponding∑n
i=1 pi(|X − X0|)9xi=9n= (9=9n)v(|X − X0|).
For any <xed point X0, the corresponding fundamental solution of Mv = 0 (i.e., the solution of
Mv = *(X − Xi)) is v = v(|X − X0|) =−(i=4)H (2)0 (k|X − X0|); here H (2)0 (kr) is the Hankel function
of the second kind and order zero. From Eq. (21), we have
u(X0) =− i4
∫
9
[
u(X )
9
9nH
(2)
0 (k|X − X0|)− H (2)0 (k|X − X0|)
9u(X )
9n
]
dS (40)
for all X0 ∈\9, where
9
9n H
(2)
0 (k|X − X0|) =−H (2)1 (k|X − X0|) cos(˜r; n˜) (41)
and r˜ = X − X0. Here, H (2)1 is the <rst-order Hankel function of the second kind. It is clear that
functions H (2)0 and H
(2)
1 have the following asymptotic expansion formulas as + → 0 (see (61) and
(62)).
H (2)0 (k+) ≈ i
2
2
ln
2
k+
(42)
and
H (2)1 (k+) ≈ i
2
k2+
(43)
as + → 0.
Therefore,
v(+)+=− i
4
+H (2)0 (k+)→ 0
and
+
n∑
i=1
pi(+)
9xi
9n = +
9
9n v(+) =
i
4
k+H (2)1 (k+)→ −
1
22
:
From Eq. (22), for all X0 ∈ 9,
− ,
22
u(X0) =− i4
∫
9
[
u(X )
9
9n H
(2)
0 (k|X − X0|)− H (2)0 (k|X − X0|)
9u(X )
9n
]
dS: (44)
In particular, if the tangent plane to 9 at X0 exists, then , = 2 and the above equation can be
written as
u(X0) =
i
2
∫
9
[
u(X )
9
9nH
(2)
0 (k|X − X0|)− H (2)0 (k|X − X0|)
9u(X )
9n
]
dS (45)
for all X0 ∈ 9.
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In addition, if X0 ∈R3\, then 1v= 0 for all X ∈ P. Therefore,∫
9
[
u(X )
9
9n H
(2)
0 (k|X − X0|)− H (2)0 (k|X − X0|)
9u(X )
9n
]
dS = 0 (46)
for all X0 ∈R3\.
Next, we consider exterior boundary-value problem (39) with a domain . Here, the complement
′ = R3\ P is bounded. In order to obtain the unique solution to this problem, we need for u to
satisfy radiation conditions (29) (see Theorem 2.2). Obviously, if
u(X ) = O
(
1
|X |3=2
)
(47)
as |X | → ∞, then noting that
H (2)j (z) =
√
2
2z
e−i(z−j2=2−2=4)[1 + O(z−2)] (48)
for |z| → ∞ and −22¡ arg z¡2, we have
u(X )‖∇v(X )‖= u(X )
∥∥∥∥∇−i4 H (2)0 (X )
∥∥∥∥=O
(
1
|X |2
)
and
v(X )‖∇u(X )‖=− i
4
H (2)0 (X )‖∇u(x)‖=O
(
1
|X |2
)
as |X | → ∞. Therefore, from Theorem 2.2, the solutions of the exterior boundary-value problem
(39) can also be calculated using Eqs. (40) and (44)–(46).
We now give the procedure for solving boundary-value problem (19) using Eq. (20). Similar to
the examples shown above, we use the limit process on Eq. (20) and obtain
u(X0) =
∫

vg dX +
∫
9
[
u
n∑
i=1
pi
9xi
9n
]
dS −
∫
9

v n∑
i=1

 n∑
j=1
aij(X )
9u
9xj

 9xi
9n

 dS: (49)
In this expression,  is 1 if X0 is in the interior of , and it is a positive real number less than 1 if
X0 ∈ 9 (in particular,  = 12 if X0 is on the smooth boundary). Thus, we obtain an equation about
u(X0) and the boundary-type weighted integrals of u and 9u=9n. Here 9u=9n=
∑n
i=1(9u=9xi)9xi=9n is
the outward normal derivative of u on 9. Applying a quadrature formula (e.g., the formula given
in Section 2) to these boundary integrals, we obtain an algebraic equation (called the basic algebraic
equation) about u(X0) and the values of u and 9u=9n at the nodes on 9. Replacing the source point
X0 with each node of the boundary quadrature formula in the basic algebraic equation, we generate
a system of linear equations about the values of u and 9u=9n at the nodes on 9. Substituting in
the given boundary conditions (i.e., the given values of u and 9u=9n at some nodes on 9), we
can solve for the unknown values of u and 9u=9n at the other nodes on 9. After <nding all the
boundary values, the value of u at every interior point X0 in  can be evaluated using the basic
algebraic equation from the values of u and 9u=9n at the nodes.
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4. Boundary element method associated with splines and wavelets
In this section, we solve the following exterior boundary-value problem of Helmholtz equation by
using the boundary element scheme shown in Eqs. (40) and (44) or (45)
(1+ k)u= 0 in ;
u= Pu on 91;
q=
9u
9n = Pq on 92;
(50)
where 1u= 92u=9x2 + 92u=9y2, 91 ∪ 92 = 9, and 9 is piecewise smooth.
From the argument in Example 2.3, the key point of the boundary element is to <nd all unknown
values of u and 9u=9n by using Eq. (44) or (45). Assume that a partition on the boundary 9 is
given by {Xi = (xi; yi) = (x(ti); y(ti))}ni=1, where (x(t); y(t)) is a parametric form of the boundary.
We will <nd all unknown values of ui = u(xi; yi) and 9u(xi; yi)=9n. For any <xed (source) point
Xi, the corresponding fundamental solution of Mv = 0 (i.e., the solution of Mv = *(X − Xi)) is
v = v(X; Xi) = −(i=4)H (2)0 (kr), where r = |X − Xi| denotes the distance from a point X = (x; y) to
Xi=(xi; yi)∈ 9. We changed the notation of the fundamental solution v in this section for the sake
of convenience. Hence, from (44), we have
− ,
22
u(xi; yi) =
∫
9
u
9v
9n dS −
∫
9
v
9u
9n dS; (51)
where , is de<ned as follows: Two lines tangent to 9 originate from the source point (xi; yi); ,
is the measure of the angle between the two lines that traverses . In particular, if 9 is smooth
at (xi; yi), then , = 2. In (51), since v = v(x; y; xi; yi) = −(i=4)H (2)0 (kr), r = |(x; y) − (xi; yi)|, from
(41) we have
9v
9n =
9v
9n (x; y; xi; yi) =
i
4
kH (2)1 (kr) cos(˜r; n˜); (52)
where r˜=(x−xi; y−yi), n˜ is the outward normal vector at (x; y)∈ 9. Assume 9 is de<ned by the
parametric function c(t) = (x(t); y(t)), a6 t6 b. We denote (xj; yj) = (x(tj); y(tj)), uj = u(xj; yj) =
u(x(tj); y(tj)), qj=9u(xj; yj)=9n=9u(x(tj); y(tj))=9n, and tj=(b−a)j=n, j=1; 2; : : : ; n. To discretize
the integrals in Eq. (51), we use interpolation to expand u and q approximately as
u :=
n∑
j=1
uj(
(1)
j (t) and q
:=
n∑
j=1
qj(
(2)
j (t); (53)
where ((k)j (t), k = 1; 2, are the Lagrange interpolation basis functions. For instance, we can assume
that ((k)j (t) = (
(k)(t − j=n); j = 1; : : : ; n, and {((k)(2nt − 2j)}j∈Z , k = 1; 2, are the basis functions
of the optimal spline Lagrange interpolation for the data at the even integers [13]. Here an optimal
spline interpolation is an interpolation with a spline basis function that possesses the highest possible
approximation order and the smallest possible compact support. For example, we can choose
((2)(2ht) = N2(t + 1) ≡ (1− |t|)9[−1;1](t) (54)
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and
((1)(ht) = 32((t) +
1
2[((t − 1) + ((t + 1)]− 14 [((t − 2) + ((t + 2)]; (55)
where N2(t) is the B-spline of order 2, h=(b−a)=(2n), ((t)=[N3(t+1)+N3(t+2)]=2, supp(=[−2; 2];
and supp((1) = [− 4; 4]. In addition, ((1) can be written as
((1)(ht) =− 18N3(t − 1) + 18N3(t) + N3(t + 1) + N3(t + 2) + 18N3(t + 3)− 18N3(t + 4):
It is easy to check that ((1)(i=n) = *i0 and that the corresponding interpolation on the interval
[a; b] with the basis {((1)j (t)} has the optimal approximation order of O((n)−3). ((2) also satis-
<es ((2)(i=n) = *i0. If we need more approximation accuracy, we can choose higher smooth spline
functions as ((1).
Now we consider the two-dimensional scattering problem of electromagnetic wave incident on an
in<nitely long circular conducting body with radius a (cf. [32,23,5] for di2erent conducting bodies
and di2erent procedures). We express any point (x; y)∈ 9 parametrically as follows (cf. [5,12]).
The parameter . is the angle formed in clockwise orientation from the positive x-axis to the ray
from the origin to the point (x; y), and
x = a cos(.); y = a sin(.):
Thus, the nodes of the partition are (xi; yi)∈ 9 (i = 1; : : : ; n), where xi = a cos(.i); yi = a sin(.i),
and .i =−22i=n. Also, r = |(x; y)− (xi; yi)| is
r =
√
(x − xi)2 + (y − yi)2 = 2a
∣∣∣∣sin .− .i2
∣∣∣∣
and
cos(r; n) =−
∣∣∣∣sin .− .i2
∣∣∣∣ :
We apply (53) to give the approximate expressions of u and q:
u=
n∑
j=1
uj(
(1)
j (.); q=
n∑
j=1
qj(
(2)
j (.); (56)
where ((k)j (.)=(
(k)(.− .j) (k =1; 2), ((1)(h.) is as was shown in (55), ((2)(2h.)=N2(t+1), and
h= 2=n.
Substituting (50) into (51) while noting that , = 2, we obtain
1
2
ui −
n∑
j=1
uj
∫ 22
0
(1j (.)
9v
9n
(
.;
i
n
)
ds(.) =−
n∑
j=1
qj
∫ 22
0
(2j (.)v
(
.;
i
n
)
ds(.); (57)
where
v
(
.;
i
n
)
= v
(
x(.); y(.); x
(
22
i
n
)
; y
(
22
i
n
))
and
9v
9n
(
.;
i
n
)
=
9v
9n
(
x(.); y(.); x
(
22
i
n
)
; y
(
22
i
n
))
:
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Discretizing the integrals in (51) yields system (57). To solve the system, we substitute v =
−(i=4)H (2)0 (kr) and 9v=9n= (i=4)kH (2)1 (kr) cos(˜r; n˜) into it and compute
hij =−
∫ 22
0
((1)j (.)
9v
9n
(
.;
i
n
)
ds(.) +
*ij
2
(58)
and
gij =−
∫ 22
0
((2)j (.)v
(
.;
i
n
)
ds(.): (59)
Thus, (57) can be written as
Hu =Gq; (60)
where H = [hij]16i; j6n, G = [gij]16i; j6n, u = (u1; u2; : : : ; un)
T, and q = (q1; q2; : : : ; qn)T. Substituting
the given boundary conditions of problem (19) into (60), we can solve (57) for all unknown uj and
qj.
To evaluate (58) and (59), we need the following asymptotes of H (2)k (k = 0; 1) (see (42) and
(43)) (cf. [12]).
H (2)0 (k+) = 1−
2
2
i(ln(k+) + :− ln 2) + O(+2 ln +) (61)
and
H (2)1 (k+) =
k+
2
[
1− 2
2
i
(
ln(k+) + :− 3
4
− ln 2
)]
+
2i
k+2
+O(+3 ln +) (62)
as + → 0. Here : is Euler’s number.
In the calculation of (59), we must treat the integrals∫ 1
0
H (2)0 (cu) du (63)
and ∫ 1
0
H (2)0 (cu)u
k du; k¿ 1: (64)
By using integration by parts and asymptote (62), integral (64) (for k¿ 1) can be evaluated as
lim
+→0
1
k + 1
uk+1H (2)0 (cu)
∣∣∣∣
1
+
+
c
k + 1
∫ 1
0
uk+1H (2)1 (cu) du
=
1
k + 1
H (2)0 (c) +
c
k + 1
∫ 1
0
uk+1H (2)1 (cu) du;
where the last integral is not a singular integral. For the singular integral (63), we have
1
c
∫ c
0
H (2)0 (t) dt=
1
c
[
tH (2)0 (t) +
2
2
t(H (2)1 (t)S0(t)− H (2)0 (t)S1(t))
]c
0
=H (2)0 (c) +
2
2
(H (2)1 (c)S0(c)− H (2)0 (c)S1(c));
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where S0 and S1 are Struve functions de<ned by
S0(t) = 22
[
t − t
3
1232
+
t5
123252
− t
7
12325272
+ · · ·
]
;
S1(t) =
2
2
[
t2
123
− t
4
12325
+
t6
1232527
− t
7
123252729
+ · · ·
]
:
To evaluate the integral in (58), we make use of the C1 property of ((1)j (.) to change the following
strong singular integral into weak singular integrals. More precisely, the hypersingular integral term
in (58) is∫ 22
0
((1)j (.)
9v
9n
(
.;
i
n
)
ds(.) =
ak
4
√−1
∫ 22
0
((1)j (.)
∣∣∣∣sin .− .i2
∣∣∣∣H (2)1
(
2ak
∣∣∣∣sin .− .i2
∣∣∣∣
)
d.;
where j = i − 3; i − 2; i − 1; i; i + 1; i + 2; i + 3. Since ((1)j (.) are in C1, the above integrals can
be changed to a linear combination of weak singular integrals of the form (63) and (64) by using
integration by parts. As the result, they can be evaluated more easily.
In the collocation process of the BEM for the problem of plane wave scattering by an in<nite
conducting cylinder, employing the C1 quadratic <nite element ((1) (see (55)) as a basis compares
favorably with an application of linear elements. For example, let the number of nodes, n, be 60, and
so the segment length, 1.j=.j+1−.j, is approximately 0:1a, where a is the radius of the intersection
circle of the cylinder. In this case, Chan et al. [5] have shown that the solution calculated using C1
quadratic <nite elements has an average amplitude error smaller than that from using linear elements.
Using the C1 quadratic <nite elements as a basis for the collocation process in BEM has several
other advantages: (1) it is not necessary to map an arbitrary segment of the boundary into a standard
segment where the shape function is de<ned over a given coordinate system; (2) the smoothness of
the solution is guaranteed because the basis function is smooth everywhere; (3) strong singularities
can be reduced to weak singularities so that numerical integration can be performed easily; (4) the
order of approximation is known a priori (cf. [30]) so that the mesh size can be predetermined for
any speci<ed required accuracy.
Going back to the problem, after obtaining all values of u and 9u=9n on the boundary 9, we
use them to evaluate the value of u at any point (x0; y0) in the interior of  from (51) for ,=−22
or, equivalently, from
u(x0; y0) =
n∑
j=1
uj
∫ 22
0
((1)j (t)
9v
9n (t; t
0) ds(t)−
n∑
j=1
qj
∫ 22
0
((2)j (t)v(t; t
0) ds(t):
Thus, we obtain the numerical solution of u on the boundary 9 and the solution at any interior
point of .
At the conclusion of this section, we note that a wavelet technique (cf. [7]) can be utilized to evalu-
ate the boundary integrals in (57). First, expand v and 9v=9n in terms of  ∗mk(t), the periodized version
of  mk(t) = 2m=2 (2m − k).  (t) is the wavelet associated with the scaling function ((t) = ((1)(ht)
shown in (55) (see [13,15]). Hence,  (t)=
∑
k q˜k((2t−k); where the coeQcients {q˜k} are determined
by their two-scale symbol Q˜(z)= 12
∑
k q˜kz
k , z=e−iw=2. From two papers by the <rst author, [13,15],
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Fig. 1. Solutions of the mixed problem with the basis functions ((1) and ((2) shown in (54) and (55).
we have Q˜(z)=(c(−z)=c(z2))Q(z). Here c(z)=− 18z−1 + 18z0 + z1 + z2 + 18z3− 18z4, Q(z)= 12
∑
k qkz
k ,
z = e−iw=2, and
qk =


(−1)k
4
3∑
l=0
(
3
l
)
N6(k + 1− l); 06 k6 7;
0 otherwise
is the two-scale symbol of the B-wavelet of order 3 (see [6]). More details can be found in [13,15].
Here, we give some numerical examples for Dirichlet, Neumman, or mixed problems as follows.
In all these examples, we mention again that the partition on the boundary is given by the nodes
(xi; yi)∈ 9 with xi = a cos(.i) and yi = a sin(.i); where .i =−22i=n; i = 1; : : : ; n; and n is an even
number.
Our <rst example is a mixed boundary-value problem, in which the values of ui = u(xi; yi) (i =
1; 2; : : : ; n=2) are given as number 1 and the values qi=(9=9n)u(xi; yi) (i=n=2+1; n=2+2; : : : ; n) are
given as number 0. All other boundary values ui, i=n=2+1; n=2+2; : : : ; n, and qi, i=1; 2; : : : ; n=2, are
unknown. Taking the interpolation basis function as ((1) and ((2) as in (54) and (55), respectively,
and letting n= 20, from (58) and (59), we obtain hij and gij. The corresponding system (60) (i.e.,
Hu=Gq) is solved and the results of the unknown values {un=2+1; un=2+2; : : : ; un} and {q1; q2 : : : ; qn=2}
are shown in Fig. 1.
If we use Haar wavelet  (t) as the basis function, e.g., set ((1) =((2) = b1 and b1 =  ((t+1)=2),
i.e.,
b1 =


0; t6− 1;
1; −1¡t6 0;
−1; 0¡t6 1;
0; 1¡t;
then the solution of the corresponding system (60) (i.e., Hu= Gq) for n= 20 is shown in Fig. 2.
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If we take ((1) and ((2) as a linear combination of translates of Haar wavelet, e.g., ((1)=((2)=b2,
where b2 =  (t)−  (t + 1), i.e.,
b2 =


0; t6− 1;
−1; −1¡t6− 0:5;
1; −0:5¡t6 0:5;
−1; 0:5¡t6 1;
0; 1¡t;
then the corresponding results can be found in Fig. 3.
Similarly, we solve the Dirichlet Problems, in which all values ui (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n) are given as
u1 = u2 = · · · = un = 1, and all values of q1; q2; : : : ; qn are unknown. By taking ((1) = ((2) = b1 we
have the solution shown in Fig. 4.
For the basis functions ((1) = ((2) = b2, Fig. 5 contains the corresponding results.
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